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FOSTER TRAILED-INCISED: 
A GIS-BASED ANALYSIS OF CADDIO CERAMIC DISTRIBUTION

Duncan P. McKinnon

Abstract

The use of a Geographic Information System (GIS) allows for dynamic visualizations in the analysis of spatial distributions and the modeling of data clusters and outliers. An on-going analysis of Foster Trailed- 
Incised vessels found within the Caddo Homeland seeks to construct a distributional framework that can be 
applied and compared to additional Caddo ceramic types and site location attributes using a GIS database. 
Preliminary results show high frequencies of Foster Trailed-Incised vessels along the Ouachita and Red River 
drainages as well as along the Saline, Arkansas, and Little Missouri rivers in Arkansas. Additional possible 
varieties of Foster Trailed-Incised have been identified in Caddo, Ouachita and Morehouse parishes in Louisiana 
and at Caddo sites in northeast Texas. While a full analysis of the distribution of Foster Trailed-Incised vessels 
(and relationships with other Caddo vessel types) is far from complete, initial conclusions are presented in this 
article.

Introduction

The use of a Geographic Information System (GIS) allows for dynamic visualizations in the analysis of spatial distributions and the modeling of data clusters and outliers. Furthermore, a GIS offers the ability for the user to generate visual models of the spatial distribution of archaeological features that can be compared with environmental datasets, such as elevation, hydrology, or soil data (Wheatley and Gillings 2002).

This article presents some initial findings and thoughts from an on-going GIS analysis of Caddo ceramic vessels recorded within the Caddo Homeland. This specific analysis uses a GIS to visualize the distribution of known Foster Trailed-Incised vessels, along with selected additional vessels that are similar in form and design to the Foster Trailed-Incised type. This analysis provides a distributional framework that can be applied and compared to additional Caddo ceramic types and site location attributes across the Caddo landscape. The majority of vessels discussed in this analysis is referred to as Foster Trailed-Incised and is included as a collective based on similarities in form and design, as discussed below.

The GIS database discussed here was created using Foster Trailed-Incised ceramic vessels primarily gathered from an “analog database” of data cards containing vessel photographs, site provenience (where known), and available attributes that have been documented by several contributors (mentioned in the acknowledgments) and are from collections throughout southwestern Arkansas. The photo cards were compiled and organized by Dr. Frank F. Schambach during his tenure as Station Archeologist at the Arkansas Archeological Survey station in Magnolia, Arkansas. Archaeological literature and site reports were also perused in search of additional recordings of Foster Trailed-Incised vessels found throughout the Caddo Homeland (see Brown 1996; Crook and Perttula 2008; Early 1988, 1993a; Hart 1982; Hemmings 1982; House 1991; Jackson et al. 2000; Kelley 1997; Kelley and Cox 1998; Kidder 1988; Krieger 1946; Lynott 1975a, 1975b;

A total of 360 whole or mostly whole vessels have been identified that contain various criteria (discussed below) to be considered Foster Trailed-Incised in type and variety (Figure 1a-b). Of the 360 vessels, 284 contain known site provenience (critical for a distribution analysis) and are included in this analysis. The 76 without site provenience are not included. Various sherds identified in the literature as possibly part of Foster Trailed-Incised vessels are also excluded because of known ambiguities associated with the assignment of decorated Caddo sherds to a type-variety system (see Early 1988, 1993a; Kelley 1997; Schambach 1981; Schambach and Miller 1984 for discussions on the Collegiate Classification System used in Arkansas and Louisiana ceramic analysis).

Attribute data were gleaned from notes associated with the Magnolia "analog database" and from tables within publications. At this time, none of the vessels have been analyzed (by me) apart from a review of the numerous images that have been gathered, scanned, and compiled. As a result, some data attributes about vessels are not included in this analysis and will require further exploration by examining the actual vessels (where available) and documentation forms (many of which are on file at various museums) as this project continues. Nonetheless, this preliminary review using the data that has been collected thus far sheds light on the efficacy of a GIS-based distributional analysis as it pertains to Caddo ceramic vessels.

Figure 1. Examples of Foster Trailed-Incised vessels. (a) Foster Place site (3LA27) (AAS Neg. #772566; Moore 1912: Figure 121). (b) Cedar Grove site (3LA97) (AAS Neg. #815481; Schambach and Miller 1984: Figure 11-21a).
Foster Trailled-Incised: Temper, Form, and Treatment

Foster Trailled-Incised vessels are considered a Late Caddo (A.D. 1400-1680) type predominately associated with Caddo occupations in the Ouachita and Red River drainages (Suhm et al. 1954; Suhm and Jelks 1962) with additional distributions along the Saline, Arkansas, and Little Missouri rivers. Additionally, varieties of Foster Trailled-Incised have been identified in Ouachita and Morehouse parishes in northeast Louisiana (Kidder 1988) and at Caddo sites in northeast Texas (Crook and Perttula 2008; Perttula 2005; Sundermeyer et al. 2008; Walters 1997).

Vessel Temper

Webb and Dodd (1941) are the first to describe construction and decorative criteria associated with Foster Trailled-Incised vessels, although several others have elaborated (or contested) vessel characteristics (see Krieger 1946; Suhm et al. 1954; Suhm and Jelks 1962; Webb 1959; Schambach and Miller 1984; Early 1988, 1993a; Kelley 1997). Webb and Dodd describe vessel construction as clay tempered with occasional shell. Webb (1959:131) further elaborates by stating that temper is “preponderantly clay-tempered” with “occasional sand or tuff, presumably accidental” and shell or bone temper is considered rare. Krieger (1946), Suhm et al. (1954) and Suhm and Jelks (1962) classify Foster Trailled-Incised vessels as having clay grit or finely pulverized shell temper. A single vessel located by Early (1988:74) at the Standridge site (3MN53) is described as containing “liberal quantities of finely pulverized shell”.

Variations in the dominant temper used are likely related to the distribution of localized resources and regional adherence to cultural “rules” associated with vessel construction. This is not to imply an absence of a resource, but rather the suggestion of regional approaches in the utilization of particular resources. Of the Foster Trailled-Incised vessel images that are included in the database thus far (n=284), temper is recorded in 22.89% (n=65) of the vessels. Of these, shell temper occurs in 75.38% (n=49) and grog temper in 24.62% (n=16).

Vessel Form

Regarding vessel form, Webb and Dodd (1941) include vases, conical bowls, modified globular pots and cups, modified jars, and bottles as possible vessel forms. Suhm et al. (1954) and Suhm and Jelks (1962) include only small jars or globular bowls with a base that is “usually convex so vessel does not stand up well; sometimes flat.” Webb (1959:132) identifies the lip as rounded and unmodified with a base that is described as “usually flat.” Schambach and Miller (1984:121) consider an evolution of vessel forms that range from a tall flared-rim to possible short-rim jars. Of the Foster Trailled-Incised vessel images that have been reviewed (n=284), and using simplified categories of tall-rim and short-rim jars, tall rims occur in 80.63% (n=229), and short-rimmed jars occur in 13.38% (n=38) of the vessels. Approximately 6.0% (n=17) either have no rims or rims have been broken and are missing.

Vessel Treatment

Webb and Dodd (1941:96) describe decorative treatment as trailed and heavily incised decorations with deep U-shaped incisions and shallower, wider trailed lines on the vessel body that form concentric circles. The concentric circle motif is the principal body design associated with this type. Small “teat-like” nodes in groups of three are located in the center of concentric circles on some vessels. Single nodes, or non-decorated centers are also well documented. Rims often contain lightly incised lines or punctates on tall rims. Suhm et al. (1954:272) and Suhm and Jelks (1962:43) describe the decorative treatment as containing “incising, trailing (incising with a broad, round-tipped tool), punctating, and appliqué.”
At the Cedar Grove site (3LA97) along the Red River in southwest Arkansas, Schambach and Miller (1984:121 and Figure 11-10) present an evolution of Foster Trailered-Incised vessels that are divided into seven varieties based on differences in design and decorative treatment. Those varieties are Foster, Dobson, Red Lake, Dixon, Moore, Shaw, and Finley.

The Cedar Grove seriation begins with Foster Trailered-Incised var. Foster, which contains a concentric circle motif on the body and multiple bands of zoned diagonal lines on a tall rim (see Figure 1b). This design motif evolves through a series of varieties, each containing variations of the motifs found on the var. Foster. The Foster Trailered-Incised seriation ends with varieties Shaw and Finley, each containing vertically oriented interlocking scroll designs on the body with unzoned punctates on the tall rim of var. Shaw and a single row of diagonal incised lines on the short rim of var. Finley. Although a candidate for “one of the best, and most sensitive time indicators in the Great Bend region” (Schambach and Miller 1984:121), the Cedar Grove Foster Trailered-Incised seriation has yet to be tested at other sites or regions.

Similar Vessel Types

Several Caddo vessels are similar in either form or design, which adds a significant level of complexity when attempting to assign a particular type in the standard type-variety typology. Similar forms and designs likely represent a cultural “over-lap” between regional groups of populations and the implementation of various characteristics in vessel construction and design. By including vessel types that likely represent a cultural “over-lap” in a GIS database, it is hoped that areas of differential vessel type densities can be discerned, clusters in distributions recognized, and spatial patterns analyzed.

Some types similar in either form or design treatment to Foster Trailered-Incised include Cowhide Stamped (Suhm et al. 1954: Plate 13; Suhm and Jelks 1962: Plate 15), Keno Trailered (Suhm et al. 1954: Plate 39; Suhm and Jelks 1962: Plate 44), Killough Pinched (Suhm et al. 1954: Plate 41; Suhm and Jelks: Plate 46), and Military Road Incised (Suhm et al. 1954: Plate 48; Suhm and Jelks 1962: Plate 54). As part of this preliminary analysis of Foster Trailered-Incised, a small representation of the most similar Cowhide Stamped (n=36) and Keno Trailered (n=7, notably var. Scotts Lake) vessel type varieties are included.

Some Cowhide Stamped vessel forms are similar to Foster Trailered-Incised (Figure 2). Some body decorations on Cowhide Stamped vessels have similar (if not identical) concentric circle designs as those on Foster Trailered-Incised vessels. For example, two short rim vessels from sites (3HS100 and 3HS33) in Hot Spring County contain concentric design similar to Foster Trailered-Incised (figure 2a-b). A Cowhide Stamped vessel, from the Battle Mound site (3LA1), demonstrates the similar concentric circle design motif on the body but with scroll bands of stamping rather than incising and containing a short rim (Figure 2c). Additionally, several Cowhide Stamped vessels documented at the Belcher Site (16CD13) along the Red River in northwest Louisiana have concentric circle body motifs similar to Foster Trailered-Incised vessels (Webb 1959:Figure 109).

Keno Trailered vessels exhibit a similar trailing scroll design on the body with “combinations of straight and curved parallel lines fitted close together to cover nearly the entire body” (Suhm et al. 1954:310; Suhm and Jelks 1964:87). However, the vessel shape is more globular with only a short out-flaring rim. Central nodes are often absent. Two Keno Trailered var. Scotts Lake (Schambach and Miller 1984:123) vessels from the Battle Mound site (3LA1) (Moore 1912:Figure 61; Perttula et al. 2009:Figure 14d) nicely demonstrate the similarity in the scrolling design motif on the body (Figure 3a-b).
Figure 2. Examples of Cowhide Stamped vessels. (a) McDonald Cole Field (3HS100) (AAS Neg. #773081). (b) Upper Meador Farm (3HS33) (AAS Neg. #714596). (c) Battle Mound site (3LA1) (AAS Neg. #714168).

Figure 3. Examples of Keno Trailed vessels. (a) Battle Mound site (3LA1) (Moore 1912: Figure 61). (b) Battle Mound site (3LA1) (AAS Neg. #694003).

Foster Trailed-Incised Distribution in a GIS

The current database contains a total of 284 whole and mostly whole vessels that meet some if not all of the criteria (largely based on form and design) to be considered a Foster Trailed-Incised vessel and variety of the type. The vessels were found at 82 known sites and spread across 22 counties in Arkansas and Texas and three parishes in Louisiana (Figure 4).

Foster Trailed-Incised vessels have yet to be identified at sites in Oklahoma, although Moorehead (1931:43, Figure 20) illustrates a vessel that is similar in design and form to Foster Trailed-Incised vessels. The vessel is listed in the caption as being from “eastern Oklahoma”. Since specific site provenience is not known, it is not included in this analysis.
Arkansas has the largest representation in Arkansas (n=2), Clark (n=50), Cleveland (n=2), Garland (n=10), Hempstead (n=10), Hot Springs (n=46), Jefferson (n=9), Lafayette (n=84), Little Rock (n=2), Miller (n=3), Montgomery (n=5), Ouachita (n=16), Pike (n=1), Pulaski (n=18), Saline (n=3), and Yell (n=1) counties. In Texas, sites in Bowie (n=1), Collin (n=1), Cass (n=1), Nacogdoches (n=1), Smith (n=1), and Upshur (n=1) counties are represented. In Louisiana, sites in Caddo (n=12), Ouachita (n=3), and Morehouse (n=1) parishes are represented.

Additionally, and a product for further analysis, this general distribution shows occurrences of Cowhide Stamped vessels primarily situated along of the Ouachita River (with some examples along the Red River) and as far north as the Arkansas River, whereas Keno Trail ed var. Scotts Lake vessels are situated south of the Ouachita River primarily on the Red River (see Figure 4). Current data gathering shows sites with Cowhide Stamped (those most closely resembling Foster Trail ed - Incised in form and design) are situated in Arkansas (n=1), Ashley (n=1), Clark (n=2), Hempstead (n=1), Hot Spring (n=3), Lafayette (n=6), Ouachita (n=2), Pulaski (n=4), and Union (n=3) counties in Arkansas and Caddo Parish (n=13) in Louisiana. Keno Trail ed var. Scotts Lake vessels (those most closely resembling Foster Trail ed - Incised in form and design) are situated in Lafayette (n=6) and Little River (n=1) counties in Arkansas.

The Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates for each site were acquired from the Arkansas Archeological Survey AMASDA site database, the Texas Historical Commission Historic Sites Atlas, and the Louisiana Division of Archaeology Cultural Resources Map. Site databases in Oklahoma were not consulted, given the lack of Foster Trail ed - Incised vessels identified in the literature directly associated with Oklahoma sites.
GIS Distribution: Quantity, Temper and Form

While preliminary, several distribution maps have been created using attributes associated with quantity, temper, and form, thus allowing for further questions and subsequent analyses to be derived.

Quantity

A distribution map of quantities of vessels at each site (taking into consideration potential biases in site selection and collection methods) shows clustering of Foster Trailled-Incised vessels along the Red, Ouachita, and Arkansas River drainages (Figure 5). Vessels, in lesser quantities (or lesser discovered quantities), are also distributed along the Caddo and Little Missouri rivers in Arkansas, in Ouachita and Morehouse parishes in northeast Louisiana along Bayou Bartholomew, and in northeast Texas.

![Figure 5. A distribution map of quantities of Foster Trailled-Incised vessels at individual sites.](image)

The largest site quantity occurs at Battle Mound (3LA1), a heavily collected Middle and Late Caddo mound site on the Red River, with 31 Foster Trailled-Incised vessels. Second, with 20 vessels, is the Lester Place (3LA38), a later Caddo non-mound site, inundated by the natural processes of the Red River meander and likely a part of a series of farmsteads. The Kuykendall Brake site (3PU111), a multi-component site located on a former channel of the Arkansas River in Pulaski County, contains 12 Foster Trailled-Incised vessels (the most frequently occurring vessel type recorded at that site). The Belcher site (16CD13) along the Red River in northwest Louisiana also contains 12 Foster Trailled-Incised vessels. Next on the list is the Bob Fisher Mound (3HS22) in Hot Spring County, Arkansas with 11 recorded Foster Trailled-Incised vessels. Additional sites with high Foster Trailled-Incised occurrences are situated along the Ouachita River in Hot Spring and Clark counties and along the Red River in Lafayette and Miller counties. Vessel numbers at these sites average between 6 and 8 vessels. While this distribution has inherent biases based on a number of collection factors, three areas of higher occurrences can be identified along the Red, Ouachita, and Arkansas Rivers (see Figure 5).
Although temper is not yet a part of the documentation of the many of the Foster Trailing-Incised vessels included in this database (being in various public and private collections and yet to be reviewed by the author), a preliminary distribution map does reveal some insights worthy of further exploration (Figure 6). As already mentioned, shell temper is the most prevalent temper where temper has been recorded or noted (n=65; 22.89%). A distribution map of temper reveals that shell temper is fairly equally distributed across the study area with clusters in the Red, Ouachita, and Arkansas River drainages. Interestingly, grog temper is primarily located along the Red River drainage and at sites further west into east Texas.

This distribution alludes to a connection between the type of temper used and the distribution of localized clay and temper resources as well as regional adherence to cultural “rules” associated with vessel construction. It also offers an avenue of analysis as correlations are explored between temper type and ecological and geological data layers.

Figure 6. A distribution map of whole vessel temper associated with Foster Trailing-Incised vessels.
Form

Experimenting with distribution of vessel form, three generalized categories of tall, short, or none/missing rim were assigned to the Foster Trailed-Incised vessels in the database. The resulting distribution map shows the different rim types spread out across the entire study area (Figure 7). More categories of rim type (that is, more precise observations and measurements of rim characteristics) or other vessel form attributes are likely to reveal more interpretable results. In spite of this, two locations that show interesting distribution clusters to be further explored are along the Arkansas River in Pulaski and Jefferson counties and along the Ouachita River in Hot Spring and Clark counties. Tall rim vessels are mostly absent in the area along the Arkansas River, whereas short rim vessels are mostly absent along the Ouachita River.

Figure 7. A distribution map of rim type associated with Foster Trailed-Incised vessels.


Distance Loci Analysis

A simple Standard Distance algorithm reveals that the locus of the Foster Trailed-Incised vessel distribution is situated in the Ouachita River area around Clark and Hot Spring counties in Arkansas (Figure 8). A 2-standard deviation distance analysis reveals a distributional radial distance of approximately 150 km that includes most of the sites along the Ouachita, Red, and Arkansas River areas. Of course, with any statistical analysis more data (more identified Foster Trailed-Incised vessels) will allow for additional confidence in the results. However, this preliminary analysis reveals a few sites along the southern portion of Bayou Bartholomew in Louisiana (although on the border), in north-central and east Texas, and along the southern most portions of the Arkansas River in Arkansas County that are not within the 2-standard deviation distance and are considered, for this analysis, as outliers.

![Figure 8. A 2-standard deviation distance analysis of the total distribution of Foster Trailed-Incised vessels.](image)

Distance Outliers

Examples of outliers are found at a few sites, including the Joe Little, Henry Williams (41UR318), and Langford (41SM197) sites in east Texas, the Sister Grove Creek site (41COL36) in north-central Texas, the Wallace site (3AR25) in eastern Arkansas, and the Glendora (16OU32) and Keno (16OU31) sites in northeast Louisiana (see Figure 8).
**Joe Little site**

The Joe Little site is located along the Attoyac Bayou in northeast Nacogdoches County, Texas. Dr. Herndon Burr excavated minimally in the 1960s at the site and a single Foster-Tailed-Incised vessel was located (Tom Middlebrook, personal communication 2009). Although Dr. Tom Middlebook has searched extensively for the site location, the site has not been identified and recorded. Consensus is that the site was likely destroyed and put in the fill of the nearby Farm to Market road.

The vessel from the Joe Little site is globular in form with a short out-flaring rim (Figure 9a). The body is decorated with incised scrolling designs and appliqué nodes are present. The rim design consists of annular punctuatenes. Following the seriation outlined by Schambach and Miller (1984:121), the vessel most resembles the Late Caddo var. Moore or var. Shaw, but does contain differences in body incised scrolling designs.

Interestingly, the vessel from the Joe Little site resembles a vessel from the Lymon Moore site (34LF31), in the vicinity of Spiro in the Arkansas Valley, which is classified as Braden Punctated (Rohrbaugh 1982:461, Figure 20). The body design on the Joe Little vessel is also similar to a vessel found at the Los Adaes site (16NA16) near Natchitoches, Louisiana that is classified as Emory Punctated-Incised (Gregory, 1973:121, Figure 13f).

![Figure 9](image_url)

**Figure 9.** Outlier vessels containing Foster Tailed-Incised characteristics. (a) Joe Little site (image courtesy of Tom Middlebrook) (b) Henry Williams site (41UR318) (Perttula 2006) (c) Langford site (41SM197) (Walters 1997).

**Henry Williams site (41UR318)**

Little is known about the Henry Williams site apart from it being one of many excavated by Buddy Jones in the 1950s and 1960s in Upshur County, Texas (Perttula 2006:2). The site likely contains Middle to Late Caddo (A.D. 1200-1680) occupations, based on the presence of a Pease Brushed-Incised vessel.

A pinched bowl from the Henry Williams site contains a design motif on the body similar to those that represent Foster Tailed-Incised (Figure 9b). Additionally, the vessel is globular in form but without a rim. The design on the body is comprised of concentric circles and is included in this distribution analysis based simply on design similarities to Foster Tailed-Incised. Although pinching is not an essential criterion of Foster Tailed-Incised varieties found at sites further east of the Henry Williams site, the pinched decoration technique is fairly typical in east Texas and slightly resembles Harleton Appliquéd vessels (Suhm et al. 1954: Plate 28; Suhm and Jelks 1962: Plate 33) or even Killough Pinched (Suhm et al. 1954: 41; Suhm and Jelks 1962: Plate 46).

**Langford site (41SM197)**

The Langford Site in Smith County, Texas, was excavated by the Walters family in 1960 and contained a house, several middens, and a small cemetery. The site is considered a single component Middle Caddo (A.D. 1200-1400) occupation site based on “several red slipped bowls, a brushed-punctated vessel, the occurrence of engraved ladders and panels on bottles and bowls, and a vessel with engraved snake designs” (Walters 1997:39).
At the site, an interesting vessel that resembles Foster Trailed-Incised in both form and design has been recorded (Figure 9c). The body has broad concentric circles and two rows of punctations on the rim divide sets of narrow and interlocking incised lines, similar to Foster Trailed-Incised. However, the design treatment on the body is pinching and more similar to vessels classified as Killough Pinched (Suhm et al. 1954: Plate 41; Suhm and Jelks 1962: Plate 46). The vessel is unlike those located at sites within the Red River valley (see Schambach and Miller 1984) or the Ouachita River valley (see Early 1993a).

Walters (1997:38) suggests this vessel might be an earlier variety of Foster Trailed-Incised or a local undefined variety. In contrast, Pertula et al. (2009) describe additional details of the vessel and assign it to the type Washington Square Paneled (Hart 1982) based on the horizontal interlocking scrolls of punctuates on the rim and the consideration that the Langford site has been identified as Middle Caddo (A.D. 1200-1400) in age.

_Sister Grove Creek (41COL36)_

By far the most interesting Foster Trailed-Incised outlier is the vessel found at the Sister Grove Creek site in Collin County, Texas (Crook and Pertula 2008). The Sister Grove Creek site is a Late Prehistoric site located on the East Fork of the Trinity River in north-central Texas where an 85% complete reconstructed Foster Trailed-Incised vessel was identified (Figure 10a). The Foster Trailed-Incised vessel was located after a strong rainstorm and in close proximity to a previously identified large pit feature (see Lunnott 1975a, 1975b). The vessel represents the first known occurrence of this vessel type along the East Fork of the Trinity River (Crook and Pertula 2008). The form is globular with an out-flaring rim. The rim design contains four horizontal panels of diagonal lines. The designs on the body are trailel concentric semi-circles, although it is missing the appliqué nodes.

The lack of other Foster Trailed-Incised vessels in the East Fork of the Trinity River region implies that this vessel was likely traded from a Caddo group along the Red River in southwestern Arkansas. Radiocarbon dates (A.D. 1469-1614) from the site indicate that the later occupation at the site is contemporaneous with the Late Caddo period in the Red River (Lunnott 1975a).

**Figure 10.** outliers containing Foster Trailed-Incised characteristics. (a) Sister Grove Creek site (41COL36) (Crook and Pertula 2008) (b) Wallace site (3AR25) (AAS Neg. #714964).
Wallace (3AR25)

The Wallace site is a mound and village site located in Arkansas County, Arkansas on the west bank of Locust Bayou, a former active Arkansas River channel. The vessel found there is globular in form and the rim is missing (Figure 10b). From the image alone, it is impossible to discern if the missing rim is deliberate or has been broken. The body resembles Foster Trailed-Incised vessels with a series of concentric circles. A centralized node is present but it is difficult to determine from the image if it is appliquéd.

Glendora site (16OU32) and Keno site (16MO31)

The Glendora and Keno sites are located along Bayou Bartholomew in northeast Louisiana (Kidder 1988). The Glendora site is located near the confluence of Bayou Bartholomew and the Ouachita River. A large assemblage of Late to Historic Caddo ceramic types from the Glendora site is identified as types found in the Lower Ouachita Basin (Kidder 1988:368-371). The ceramic assemblage at the Keno site is similar to that discovered at Glendora in that it contained Late and Historic Caddo ceramic types.

At Glendora and Keno, Kidder (1988:Figure 51) classifies three vessels as being Foster Trailed-Incised (Figure 11). A vessel from the Keno site is assigned to var. Finley (Figure 11h), a single vessel from the Glendora site is assigned to var. Shaw (not pictured), and two additional vessels from the Glendora site are assigned as var. unspecified (Figure 11g-h).

One of the vessels from Glendora (Figure 11g) most resembles the form and design of Foster Trailed-Incised vessels located in the Ouachita River drainage. It contains a series of concentric circles with appliqué nodes on the vessel body. The primary rim design consists of rows of punctuates with two incised lines above the rim-body juncture. The identification of var. Finley and var. Shaw at the Glendora and Keno sites suggests contact with Late Caddo groups along the Red River in southwest Arkansas (see Schambach and Miller 1984:121). Additionally, similarities in form and design (see Figure 11g) to vessels in the Ouachita River drainage suggest contact with Caddo groups to the north along the Ouachita River, possibly associated with interregional salt trading networks (see Early 1993b). Interestingly, one of the vessels from Glendora (see Figure 11h), classified as var. unspecified, resembles in form and design specific vessels from the Joe Little site, the Lymon Moore site (34LF31) and the Los Adaes site (16NA16) that have already been mentioned.

Figure 11. Foster Trailed-Incised vessels from Glendora (16OU32) and Keno (16MO31) sites. (g) var. unspecified, (h) var. unspecified, (i) var. Finley (Kidder 1988).
Conclusions and Directions

A Geographic Information System (GIS) is an informative visual tool for demonstrating patterns of spatial distributions. The preliminary distribution analysis presented in this article exemplifies some of the difficulties inherent with ceramic typologies when viewed across space, but also demonstrates the efficacy of a spatial analysis in order to begin to understand cultural relationships. The seven outlier sites and their corresponding ceramic vessels all reveal characteristics and similarities to emblematic Foster Trailed-Incised vessels located in the Red and Ouachita River valleys.

A single Foster Trailed-Incised vessel from the Joe Little site (see Figure 9a), most resembles Late Caddo var. Moore or var. Shaw, but does contain differences in body incised scrolling designs. A single vessel from the Henry Williams site (see Figure 9b) contains concentric circles on the body, similar in design to Foster Trailed-Incised, although the treatment is with pinched rather than incised lines. A single vessel from the Langford site (see Figure 9c) resembles a Foster Trailed-Incised vessel based on form and overall design but is unlike those located at sites within the Red River valley or the Ouachita valley. It has been considered as a possible earlier variety of Foster Trailed-Incised or a different local type, such as Washington Square Paneled (Hart 1982). A single vessel from the Sister Grove Creek site (see Figure 10a) represents the first known occurrence of this vessel type along the East Fork of the Trinity River (Crook and Pettula 2008) and implies long distance trade with groups along the Red River in southwestern Arkansas. A vessel from the Wallace site (see Figure 10b) resembles Foster Trailed-Incised vessels with a series of concentric circles and a centralized node. The Foster Trailed-Incised vessels from the Glendora site (see Figure 11) resemble Late Caddo Foster Trailed-Incised vessels found in the Red River and Ouachita River valleys suggesting contact with Caddo groups throughout southwest Arkansas and possibly farther afield.

Future directions for this analysis are primarily focused around achieving a higher resolution of data attributes (such as temper, form, and treatment), acquiring additional examples of Foster Trailed-Incised vessels, adding ecological and geological data, and the inclusion of other Caddo ceramic types.

Higher resolution can be achieved by further identification of temper used, and by the development of additional categories of form and treatment, such as those used in the Collegiate Classification System (see Early 1988, 1993a; Kelley 1997; Schambach 1981; Schambach and Miller 1984). Additional examples of Foster Trailed-Incised vessels will help with statistical analyses, while the inclusion of ecological and geological datasets will allow for the exploration of correlates between environment and vessel attributes. Lastly, the inclusion of additional Caddo pottery types with similar formal and decorative characteristics to those that define the Foster Trailed-Incised type will allow for overlaps between ceramic types to be realized spatially and statistically and relationships between cultural groups to be explored.
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